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I needed to get out and see some of our good
friends and associates, so I took off to make
a big circle and see some shows and sales,
while I distributed the magazine. It was one of
the few times that you can physically get to 4
Big Shows and Sales in 10 days.
Here is how it went. Drove to Oklahoma City,
OK to catch the (NRHA) National Reining Horse
Assoc. Futurity finals and sales, Friday and
Saturday. Drove to Fort Worth, TX for (NCHA)
National Cutting Horse Assoc. Futurity competition and sales, Sunday and Monday. Flew to
Las Vegas, NV late Monday night to see the
(NFR) National Finals Rodeo,trade expos, and
the World Series of Team Roping Finals at the
South Point Arenas, Tuesday through Thursday
Evening. Flew back to Dallas and went back to
NCHA Futurity and Producer sale, Friday. Then
drove back to Oklahoma City Friday night for
the (BFA) Barrel Futurities of America’s final
on Saturday and then back to MN.
It was a several thousand mile trip in 10 days.
I saw hundreds of exceptionally fine horses.
Witnessed many of the nation’s best competitors giving it their very best. Caught up with
several good friends, made some new friends,
plus spent invaluable time with my daughter
Makenzie at the NFR.
I am confident that the horse industry in these
venues is increasing and some new records
were set. The numbers of people present and
competing seemed to be very strong and the
numbers that this represents is almost mindboggling.
Here are just a few tidbits that I witnessed.
NRHA - yearling and 2-year-old sales had horses that sold up to $225,000
NCHA – 2-year-old sale on cattle brought a top of $400,000
NFR events were bigger than ever
World Series of Team Roping paid out 10.1 million
BFA sale had a top of $114,000
All these numbers are great for the horse industry and the exciting sports
that they represent
BUT…
This moment spent with my youngest granddaughter, Charlotte was PRICELESS.
May all your memories with family, friends
and horses be PRICELESS.
God Bless,
Rahn Greimann, Owner / Publisher
Performance Horse Digest
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first senior feed to use shredded beet pulp as the primary fiber source. It also provides the
highest fat level—10%—of any senior feed on the market, in addition to more nutrients
designed to enhance digestion: organic minerals (including recently FDA-approved organic
selenium), probiotics, yeast cultures and digestive enzymes. For more information, visit
www.triplecrownfeed.com or call 800-451-9916.
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Patience Brings

SUCCESS
by Al Dunning

owner has a difficult time recognizing a flaw that is irreparable or
something a horse is mentally or physically incapable of. You must
become an expert horseman to recognize what can be changed in a
horse and what you must let go of and accept.
There isn’t any perfect horse, just as there isn’t any perfect human.
Even the best horse will have some imperfections, and to make that
horse all it can be requires focusing on his strong points. This can
pay off in competition. You may have a run in cutting with a horse
that performs “just okay” overall, but suddenly you score big because
of a couple of moves the horse makes that are really spectacular. A
horse’s strong points often counterbalance his weaknesses.
You can let a good horse make some decisions. Let’s use reining as
an example. It’s considered a ‘cool’ move for reiners to run and then
stop without pulling on the reins, but in very few big reining competitions do the riders trust their horses enough to do so. It’s okay to pull,
but what I’m saying is that, because the riders don’t want to make
any mistakes with money on the line, they won’t allow the window
of opportunity for the horse to show off his extraordinary abilities.
Instead, they keep a little more control. Sometimes it’s worth taking
the risk of trusting the horse. The stakes are high, but the payoff can
be big as well.
In horse training, success doesn’t come simply from practicing something over and over again; it comes from doing it correctly over and
over again. How can you be confident that you are doing it correctly.
The best way is to get another professional opinion. Trainers all agree
that it takes more than one of us to train a horse. When you see
a great horse, it’s unlikely that one trainer was singlehandedly responsible. That doesn’t mean every trainer has to actually get on the
horse; it just means that each one has something special to contribute. Consulting with other trainers helps to ensure that you are working a horse properly. I may ask another trainer, “Watch this horse
stop right here,” or “Watch this horse’s left turn on this cow. What
would you do?” Sometimes a fresh viewpoint can solve a problem.
If you ever become close-minded, believing that you know everything
there is to know about a horse, you will pay a penalty that will show
up in your career.
Fresh viewpoints can provide you with new methods, and although
you want to practice the correct thing, there is room for some experimentation. I believe it was the baseball player Lou Brock who said,
“Show me a guy who is afraid to look bad, and I’ll show you a guy you
can beat every time.” You won’t ruin a horse by trying something new
that doesn’t work out – if you do, it wasn’t a very good horse to start
with. There is always room to relax and try different methods without
being uptight about making a mistake. Horses are amazingly forgiving
of your mistakes. Of course, if you make a horse do something wrong
repeatedly, especially in his impressionable days, it will be difficult
to change.
It’s always good to get another opinion if you’re unsure about a method, but much of what you must rely on is your own feel for horses and,
specifically, for the horse you are working with. The average horse
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Arizona horseman, Al Dunning, has owned and operated
his “Almosta Ranch” since 1970. His expertise in all facets
of western events have elevated him to great success in
the AQHA, NRHA, NRCHA, and NCHA. Al has developed
a winning tradition with quarter horses that is well
documented. He trains, conducts clinics, and consults for
ranch development and equestrian planning. Learn more at
TeamADinternational.com.
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High School Rodeo Adopts the
Cowhorse Discipline
by Monty Bruce
The High school rodeo association has taken
on working Cowhorse as another discipline to
add to their list of events they offer for youth
to participate in and compete in. This has
been sometime in the making and has stirred
a lot of interest and excitement both locally
and nationally. I have had several conversations with National Reined Cowhorse Association President, Todd Crawford. He has
been very instrumental and passionate about
implementing this new class for the youth .
Todd and the NRCHA worked together with the
HSRA to put together what I feel is a very, for a
lack of a better term, user friendly set of rules
and guidelines for the class. This makes it
much simpler for the novice horse and rider to
compete competitively coming into the Cowhorse discipline.
I am very excited about this addition to the
HSRA, having rodeoed for many years myself.
With my focus now on training and competing
in the NRCHA, this has provided a great connection between my past and present. I was
invited to put on a clinic for the Iowa HSRA
in Cresco, IA hosted by Travis Grover on September 6th. We had a great turn out of very
enthusiastic youth. To be honest I was little
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nervous about the fence work with inexperienced rider and horses, but I have to say I was
very impressed with the level of ability and
skill this group of youth had. They were very
competent riders that were very attentive and
eager to learn. We made lots of progress. It
was interesting, as the clinic progressed I kept
recognizing horses that I had helped or trained
over the years. It turned out that there were
only two horses that I hadn’t had in my barn
at some point. A number of the horses at the
clinic had been borrowed or leased from all
over. Thanks to the use of Grover’s arena and
cattle, we had a great clinic.
The Working Cowhorse discipline provides
the unique opportunity for the softness, precision and horsemanship of the reining combined with the skill, speed and cow savvy of
the fence work. The HSRA provides a great
opportunity to learn and compete locally with
the ability to advance nationally while earning titles and scholarships. This is a great opportunity for riders to advance their level of
horsemanship and level of skill as a rider.

I’m really looking forward to working with the
youth in this event. I think the HSRA and the
youth involved have a bright future along with
exciting new opportunities ahead of them with
the addition of Cowhorse.
Till next time. Good luck and may the good
lord take a liking to you.

Monty Bruce is a multi-time Reined
Cow Horse and Reining Futurity and
Derby champion. Monty, his assistants,
and students have won numerous
World and Reserve championships and
are continuing to succeed in the show
pen.
The Monty Bruce Training Center
is a full service equine facility that
specializes in Reined Cow Horse,
Reining, and the Performance Horse.
The Center strives to provide superior
care and training for all equine needs.
Visit MontyBruce.com for more info.

For more information on clinics and shows in
your area contact the NRCHA and HSRA.
www.PerformanceHorseDigest.com
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J

Contact us for BREEDING INFORMATION and details on his upcoming 2015 Foal Crop!

TURN AGAIN FRENCHMAN, sired by
STREAKIN FOUR SIXES and out of
FRENCHMANS LIL TOPAZ, another
of our ranch mares sired by
Frenchmans Guy, captured the 2014
CHAMPIONSHIP at the GRID IRON
BARREL FUTURITY!

____________________

2015 BREEDING
FEE:
$1,000
Limited Book / Consideration
to Proven Mares ($250 NonRefundable Booking Fee)

JESS VEGAS’
oldest foals
are yearlings.
These are
just a few of
what he is
siring out of
our strong
performance
mare lines!

ISA FRENCHMAN

2014 Sorrel Stallion

2014 Rose Gray Filly

SENOR VEGAS

Dam - FRENCHMANS VALENTINE

Dam - FRENCHMANS IZZY
Dam - FRENCHMANS ISA DASH

2013 Palomino Mare

2013 Buckskin Stallion

(CJ Sugar x Frenchmans Topaz)

(Massasuta x Pcfrenchmanslisbet)

(Royal Quick Dash x Pcfrenchmanslisbet)

____________________

JOHN & LIS (Loiseau)
HOLLMANN

MY FRENCH VALENTINE

FRENCHMANS MR JESS

© 605-393-0900

Congratulations to
DEBBI & ERIN KING!

LARRY LARSON PHOTOGRAPHY, INC.

ESS VEGAS is out of SIXES
VEGAS - a daughter of our
proven ranch producer SEE
YOU IN VEGAS! She is a
FULL SISTER to FRENCHMANS
FABULOUS! He has already
sired the 2014 Champions at both
the FIZZ BOMB and ROPER RALLY
FUTURITIES plus qualifiers for the
Semi-Finals of THE AMERICAN! 1/3 of
the Finalists at the Fizz Bomb traced
back to the Frenchmans stallions or
our mare lines.

Dam - MS ROOSTER CHEX
(Senor Gallo Rojo x CM Fritz)

Proud to be sponsored by

PLATINUM COACH

Elegantly engineered. Extraordinarily tough.

Visit our WEBSITE for details on our BROODMARES and also
ARENA PROSPECTS now being offered at Private Treaty at the Ranch!

www.FrenchmansQuarterHorses.com
Horse Digest

HOT SPRINGS, SOUTH DAKOTA - 605-890-1610
RANCH MANAGER: GIDEON LUCEY 605-890-1444
emhollmann@gwtc.net
www.PerformanceHorseDigest.com
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NCHA
Futurity
2-Year-Old
Sale Breaks
All Records
Western Bloodstock Ltd. launched its 2014
NCHA Futurity Sales with an all-time record
Two-Year-Old Sale on Monday, December 8 at
Will Rogers Equestrian Center in Fort Worth,

Tex., where 122
horses sold for an
average of $32,580
with total sales of
just under $4 million.
Eight Mile, by Metallic Cat, was the high
seller at $400,000,
followed by Ichis
My Choice, by Cat
Ichi, at $300,000,
and Moses Man,
by Metallic Cat, at
$210,000.
The top five sellers averaged $232,000, while
the top 10 averaged $157,1000, and the top 20
brought an average of $109,000.
“This was a fantastic sale,” said Jeremy Barwick, owner of Western Bloodstock Ltd. “We
had so much interest coming into the Futurity that we anticipated sales were going to
be good, but this was better than we ever
dreamed.”
Eight Mile, a flashy chestnut colt in training with Hunter Meinzer, was consigned by
his breeder, Crown Ranch, LP/Chad Bushaw,
Weatherford, Tex., and purchased by Daniel
Burkes, Hibbing, Minn. Eight Mile is out of
Cappuccino And Pasta LTE $155,522 and halfbrother to the earners of $475,800, including

Horse Digest

Mocha Cappuccino LTE $223,318 and Frappuccino N Pasta LTE $105,472.
Ichis My Choice, a bay filly consigned by Todd
Nelson and in training with Richard Jordan,
was purchased by Constance Jaeggi, Weatherford, Tex., who showed Saguaro Ichi, also
by Cat Ichi, this past week at the NCHA World
Championship Finals to clinch her title as
2014 NCHA Non-Pro World Champion.
Mosses Man, a sorrel colt sired by Metallic
Cat, sold in training with Hayden Upton, his
consignor, and was purchased by Bobby and
Dottie Hill, Glen Rose, Tex.
For more sale results go to www.WesternBloodstock.com

www.PerformanceHorseDigest.com
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Winter
Horse
Care
by Martha Josey

Winter is already here for most of the nation,
and at the Josey Ranch we always get a lot
of questions about caring for your horse this
time of year. Winter can mean hardship for
your horse and inconvenience for the owner.
My best advice is to make sure your horse has
proper care year round. This will insure that your horse is in its best
condition to face the stress of winter, minimizing winter health scares,
including cold, wet, wind, lack of exercise and owner disinterest.
As long as the weather is sunny and calm, horses can withstand temperatures well below freezing. Their winter coats trap body heat next to
the horse’s skin. When it is really cold, pilo erector muscles make the
hair stand up, which increases its insulating capabilities. But if there
is wind, the wind breaks the heat seal and robs the body of warmth.
Snow, sleet, and cold rain are very hard on horses, too. A wet horse
loses body heat faster than a dry one. In addition, wet hair tends to get
plastered close to the horse’s body, so the air-insulation doesn’t work.
Stalled horses are often turned out less in winter, which results in overexuberant running and kicking when they do get out. This, coupled
with the slippery winter footing, means an increase in pulled muscle/
tendon-slipping type injuries.
And on those cold, winter mornings, it is tempting to roll over in bed
and get another hour of sleep, rather than braving the elements to feed
the animals. Getting the warmth-giving feed is essential to the horse.
The following things will help take some of the winter stress off of your
horse.

rather than during it. After a large meal blood is concentrated around
the digestive tract, rather than in the muscles, where it is needed for
warmth. It is also suggested to increase the horse’s ration by 10% for
every 10 degrees below freezing. Cold and wind will make them burn
more calories. An increased amount of feed should balance this out and
keep the horse from losing weight.
Blanket Savvy.
A good blanket is also essential for your horse. Make sure the blanket
fits your horse. If it’s too small it can rub sore spots on the withers,
shoulders, chest or hips. Blankets that are too large can slip and twist,
possibly causing injury if the horse becomes tangled in it.
Watch for overheating when you use a blanket. A sudden warm afternoon can result in a sick horse. Blankets for cold nights may be too
warm for sunny days.
Also remember to repair rips of tears in the blanket immediately before
they become large holes, and keep your blanket clean! Blankets need
to be washed with cold water and a mild soap at least twice during the
winter season.
Take care of your horse during the months. Keep him healthy and he
will in great shape when the beautiful spring weather rolls back in and
you are ready to hit the trail or the arena.

Winter Rests.
Many riders believe that a month of rest restores a lot of the desire and
edge that a horse can lose during a busy season. Much like people,
horses can get tired and burn out, and sometimes need time off to
rejuvenate. But while a horse is resting, it still needs exercise. The goal
is to let a horse relax a little, but not get completely out of shape. Light
exercise and letting them play outside daily is the rule! Horses need
physical activity to stay healthy, so NEVER just leave a horse in a stall
to rest.
Eating Warm.
According to a recent article I read, feeding grain will not increase a
horse’s body warmth, BUT feeding roughage will. The heat of digestion
lasts longer from hay than from concentrates. The article also stated
that is very beneficial to feed a horse several hours before a storm,
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Martha Josey personifies barrel racing for many people.
She was the first and only cowgirl to qualify for the National
Finals Rodeo in four consecutive decades. She has the
distinction of winning both the AQHA and WPRA World
Championships in the same year. Her career has stretched,
win-to-win, over four decades.
For more information, visit
BarrelRacers.com.
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A Simple
Solution
for Keeping Your

Heels
Down
by Barbra Schulte
The three musketeers of mind, body and emotion are always
inseparable. For example, you think an anxious thought (mind).
Your field of vision narrows (body). You feel super nervous
(emotion).
At different times, you might be aware of only one aspect of
the triad, but all three are always there with their own special
effects.
So regarding the challenge of keeping your heels down ... this
is not only a physical/technical happening. It’s also related to
your thoughts and to your emotions.  In many cases when your heels
come up, that signals some kind of anxiety and/or insecurity ... which
is natural, of course if you are just learning to ride ... or if you don’t feel
confident riding for any number of reasons.
When your heels come up your center of balance (which is in your lower
abdomen, your core), also shifts. Now your center of balance on your
horse is temporarily out of whack.  
Because your core is not only your physical center of balance, but also
your emotional center in your body, when you get out of your core (i.e.,
heels up) lots of things are going on at the same time. So, you might
feel shaky within (emotion), as well as disconnected from the horse
(physical). You might be thinking, “Oh, man ... @#$!” (mind).
So here’s a simple solution to the heels up challenge.
1. Standing still on your horse, tell yourself “core”. As you say “core”
to yourself, contract your abdominal muscles in a motion that would be
like pushing your belt buckle back in an attempt to touch your spine.   
2. Feel how much closer you feel to your horse. As you sit and experience this sensation of connecting to your core, become aware of your
legs and and then your feet next to your horse.   3. In this position of
being connected to your core, drop your heels with ease. Be careful not
to force them down. Stay connected to your core with your legs and
feet close to your horse.  
3. Now choose a target to walk toward in the arena. Before you start,
get grounded in your core, feel your legs and feet. With your eyes softly
on your target, point your hand toward the target and begin your walk in
that direction. As you walk, chant rhythmically to yourself, “Core. Feet.
Core. Feet. Core. Feet.” Again, don’t struggle to keep your heels down.
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Instead, allow yourself to connect to your core as you feel your horse
walking. Feel your legs and feet next to your horse and let your heels
to drop down naturally.  
4. If you are having trouble with your heels at any specific gait ... repeat
the above sequence. Have a specific goal in mind ... where are you
going and how? Get set with your core and your eyes before you start.
Point your hand and then proceed as you tell yourself, “Core. Feet.” Feel
your core and feel your feet.  Enjoy your new found connection with
your horse ... mind, body and emotion!

The Many Roles of Horses
The way you look at the role a horse plays in your life can profoundly
influence your horsemanship.
In former times horses were often a work object ... pulling the tiller on
the farm, or pulling wagons laden with ammunition up the hill in war.
In these days, horses have more subtle roles I believe ... roles perhaps
we don’t consciously think about. But whether we think about it or not,
each one of us has a horse for a reason ... and that horse has a role in
our lives.
Most of us ride to enjoy a horse. We love being around him and learning about how to communicate with him either on the ground or on his
back.
A horse gives us the opportunity to feel challenged. This provides us
with an interesting and fun way to grow in our lives beyond our everyday work and family worlds. Sometimes we feel in awe at the sheer
magnificence of a horse.
www.PerformanceHorseDigest.com

Some of us enjoy competition and want to go for it in that way ... so that
role may be added to all of the above.
In the past few years, I have expanded my view of the many roles horses play in our lives. It has improved my horsemanship, I believe. My
broadened perspective has made me more respectful of the horse and
in awe of him and the gifts he brings to our lives.
Here are two of the most profound roles of horses in our lives ... teachers and healers.
I believe horses are our teachers. Because they have this capacity to
reflect our emotions, if we listen and watch, we can learn a lot about
ourselves. When we get our emotions and our attitude right, they respond well.
They also teach us lessons that would improve our relationships with
people if we applied the lessons to people.
For example, they teach us that in order to have a good relationship,
you have to listen and be willing to speak another person’s language
... body or otherwise. They teach us that a powerful way to open the
door to a great relationship is to look for the good in another and then
release the rest. They teach us to slow down (if we listen to them). They
teach us to appreciate beauty. They show us how to love unconditionally.
I also believe that horses are healers. I experienced this in my own life
after our teenage son passed away from bone cancer. After his passing,
I didn’t give a flip about what a horse could do for me in the show arena
... I just wanted to hug him ... smell him and be soothed by something
about him that I couldn’t put into words. I see this same thing in horses
at therapeutic riding programs. It’s powerful. And it is an awesome,
noble role that horses have in our lives. They help us heal from trauma.

IT’S A TIE AT THE
NRHA FUTURITY!
NRHA Lucas Oil Open Futurity Co-Champions Shawn Flarida on
Shine N Spook and Jordan Larson on ARC Gunnabeabigstar

The 2014 National Reining Horse Association Futurity finals was one for the record
books when the climac¬tic evening resulted
in an unprecedented tie between two former champions – Jordan Larson and Shawn
Flarida.
The NRHA Futurity & Adequan® _North
American Af¬filiate Championship Show
came to an end at the Oklahoma State Fair
Park in Oklahoma City, Okla. on December 6.
NRHA Five Million Dollar Rider Shawn Flarida
piloted Shine N Spook to a score of 224.5 to
pass the previous leader Gabriel Diano who
had marked a 224 on Wimpy Chic (Wimpys Little Step x Chics Fancy
Lady). Shine N Spook and Flarida
held the lead until the very last run of
the finals when NRHA Million Dollar
Rider Jordan Larson made a mighty
challenge with ARC Gunnabeabigstar (Gunnatrashya x Wimpys Little
Chic). Spectators waited to hear the
score and the applause and cheers
erupted at the news of a tie. When
the riders and owners decided to
share the Lucas Oil L4 Open Championship, the cheers grew even louder.

These are just two of the roles horses play in our lives. There are many
more, of course.
As I deepen my own appreciation for the many roles horses play in the
lives of humans, I have deepened my respect for them. I listen more. I
am more open to the lessons they are trying to show me about myself.
Because of all of these things, I strive to be a better horse person ...
horse-man-ship. I want to experience more of what a horse brings to
my life without the horse’s ego ever being involved. I also want to give
back to him by learning better communication with him and better care
for him than ever before.

Barbra is a personal performance coach for all riders, a cutting
horse trainer, author, speaker, clinician and 2012 National
Cowgirl Hall of Fame Inductee. Visit her Blog and signup to
receive her FREE monthly email newsletter, “News From
Barbra”.
Go now to BarbraSchulte.com.
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Horsemanship

Intern Training
Checking auto waterers daily

Inspecting horse when cleaning the stall

I currently have a young intern on my ranch who
is helping me with the day-to-day operations of
our horse business. He’s an eager young man
with a good attitude and is also a hard worker.
However, he lacks experience with horses and
horsemanship principles. That’s all right. That’s
why he’s here. It has reminded me that we are
not all born with the horsemanship knowledge
that is often times taken for granted. The following is a random list of things that I recently
pointed out to my young intern that perhaps you
or someone you know could find helpful.
One - Automatic waterers do not always automatically work correctly.
Many barns have some type of automatic water
system and they can be very convenient. However, it is important to check them every day. They
can foul out, get stuck or malfunction in myriad
of ways. I’ve also seen horses defecate into the
water bowl and thus make the water undrinkable.
My young intern knows that he must visually inspect each waterer daily.

Pads positioned correctly

Two - Feeding and stall cleaning is not just about
feeding and stall cleaning.
When going into a stall to feed and clean each
morning is also the perfect time to inspect the
horse that’s living there. Has he eaten his meal
from the previous night? Is there the expected
amount of manure in the pen? How is the horse
physically? Has he somehow hurt himself during
the night or is there some type of malady that
needs attention? These are things that a conscientious intern should be paying attention to every
morning.

Brow band properly placed

Leaving on a good note

Three - Make sure everything is symmetrical.
My intern will often saddle horses one right after
another for me throughout the day. It’s important
that the pads are placed evenly side-to-side underneath the saddle. I also want to make sure
that I have plenty of pad in front of my saddle.
Pads tend to slide back. If I have to cheat, I will
cheat my pads behind. Keeping the saddle pad
balanced side to side, with plenty of pad in front
is how I want to see a horse saddled. Cinches also
must be adjusted correctly. My intern came from
a situation where he only had one horse and one
saddle to deal with on a day-to-day basis. Now I

by
Richard
Winters

need him to pay attention to where that cinch is
positioned on every horse he brings me. When the
cinch is tightened, I want the center of the cinch
to be right in the middle of the horse’s belly and
behind his front legs. And let’s make sure the off
side billet is in good shape and securely fastened.
Four - Be “Bridle Wise”.
When my intern hands me the bridle reins I don’t
want to see cheek pieces that are not tucked back
in their keepers. It’s also important that he has
reached over to the right-hand-side and has lifted
the brow band up to the base of the horse’s right
ear. On many bridles, the brow band has a tendency to slip down a few inches on the cheek piece,
in between rides. This will inadvertently cause the
bridle to fit incorrectly. Remember, it’s the little
things that make the big difference.
Five - Don’t put your horse away like you’re
throwing out the trash.
One horseman said we should put our horse away
like a fisherman puts away his best fishing rod.
I have instructed my young intern to lead each
horse back into his or her pen and then make a
U-turn as though he were going to lead the horse
back out of the gate again. Now he should slip
the halter halfway off and rub and pet the horse
for a moment. It’s now appropriate to walk away
from the horse and close the gate. I want to make
sure that I am walking away from the horse rather
then the horse leaving me. Horses will begin to
anticipate being turned loose and jerk their head
away and run off. This kind of behavior is at best
disrespectful and at worst dangerous. Taking just
an extra moment to thoughtfully turn your horse
loose will leave them in a better frame of mind to
be caught the next time.
I recently told my intern that it was not my intention to pick on him or micromanage all of his
actions. If he wants to become a horseman (and
I know he does) there will be a thousand little
things that will need to become second nature to
him. So for now, I’ll just keep sharing good and
important horsemanship tips and principles that
will last him a lifetime. The next horseman he
works for will thank me.
Oh, and by the way, Alex, you’re doing a great job!

Richard Winters credentials include World Championship titles in the National Reined Cow Horse Association. He is an AA rated judge. He has judged the
Supreme Extreme Mustang Make-Over, many NRCHA Club Shows, along with myriad Horse Expo Contests. Richard was the 2009 Road to the Horse Colt
Starting Champion followed by an invitation to be the events “Horsemanship Commentator” thereafter.
You can view Richard Winters Horsemanship programming on Dish Network HRTV - Channel 398 many times each week. You also can “Connect” with
Richard Winters on Facebook and YouTube. For more information about Richard Winters Horsemanship please go to WintersRanch.com.
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RANCH HORSES
SELL

Ranch Horse Sale

R A N C H H O R S E R O D E O,
RANCH HORSE COMPETITION & RANCH HORSE SALE

SATURDAY,
FEBRUARY 14 TH
10 AM
RANCH HORSE
V E R S AT I L I T Y

This bay gelding is
bred to work on
the ranch. He is a
sale feature coming
from the Nebraska
Sandhills.

2 PM
OPEN ROPING PREVIEW
5 PM
RANCH RODEO
9 PM
BARN SOCIAL

SUNDAY,
FEBRUARY 15 TH
7 AM
COWBOY CHURCH
8:30 AM
WORKING COW
HORSE COMPETITION
2 PM
RANCH HORSE SALE

NEBRASKA CATTLEMEN’S CLASSIC
Horse Digest

This palomino
mare has a proven
pedigree with
cow sense. This
beautiful mare
has a tremendous
disposition. She is a
great prospect for
any performance
event.

This buckskin
gelding is built to
work on the ranch.
He is a started
heading horse.
Make sure and see
him in the roping at
the Classic.

BUFFALO CO. FAIRGROUNDS | KEARNEY, NEBRASKA
308.627.6385 | rkbush@frontiernet.net
find complete details at www.necattlemen or follow us on
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The conditioning we’ve received
from living at high speed doesn’t
go well with being a good horseman. When I talk of time relative
to our horses I’m talking about
LOTS of it.
All we have is time, so when you
go to the barn you have to get
the ways of the world, as you
know it, out of your head. Throw
the Smart Phone out the door, or
leave it at the house. Take off
your watch and stop looking at
the clock. If you are going to give
your horse the TIME he deserves,
then do it. Don’t be distracted
by all of the STUFF that’s in your
life. After all, don’t you have a
horse to help you go to a good
place away from all of the STUFF
in your life? The time spent with
a horse should be quality time.
Take the time to unwind and enjoy the fun and work, if you can
call it that, of owning a horse.

Leave the Phone
on Silent and

Listen to your
horse
by Doug Lindgren
Time is all we have. Sometime, anytime, every-time, all the time, time for this and time
for that. When you think about it, we deal with
time all of the time.
In this world of ours, we’ve become so aware
or maybe unaware of time that we live our
lives as if there’s no time at all. We want everything to be instantaneous. Wanting a faster
response from everything we do and have is
the norm. Things need to be done in mega
seconds or nano-seconds or whatever those
things are called. Our phones are fast and
smart. Our computer’s operating speed is off
the charts because we need speed. We’ve no
time to wait.
Our ability to communicate with others has to
be fast, too. Heaven forbid we have to wait for
three or four rings to have someone answer
a phone. We don’t even have time to talk to
the person we wish to communicate with. We
don’t have time to leave a voice message anymore. Now we just text people so we don’t
have to actually talk to someone. Do you call
it progress? Maybe not…
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Time is all we have while we
are working with our horse. The
only way we can help develop
the horse we want is to put in
the time necessary to get there.
Hours of handling on the ground
and in the saddle are what make
the horse we desire.

In our “instant gratification”
world we get caught up thinking
that everything we do should be
that way. When we expect our
horses to respond to our cues instantly, we are setting ourselves
up for a big disappointment.
When you cue your horse, you
have to allow time for him to recognize that you’re asking for something. He
has to think about what you’re asking for, and
then take a best guess on how to respond, and
then respond. The process isn’t instant even if
your horse guessed right. It takes time.
Training ourselves to slow down and take the
time needed for an action and response is one
of our biggest challenges. Again, our need for
that instant response has to go away. If you
insist on getting your way and getting it right
now you are going to become very frustrated
and your horse is not going to be happy either. He is going to respond unfavorably in any
number of ways, none of which will make you
or your horse happy.
You have to be willing to put in the time necessary to allow your horse to learn.
I’ve started lots of young horses by ponying
them. In most cases each youngster has had
times when they were unsure of a situation
and didn’t wish to follow my lead. Out on
the trail we encounter lots of obstacles such
as water crossings, deadfall, long hills, and

rocks. On occasion these students decide
they don’t want to step over a large log lying
across the trail. To get the desired response
I have to take the time needed for the colt to
think about what I’m asking for. He has to size
up the log, observe what’s in front of and behind it, figure out how big it is and how he’s
going to get over it. He has to decide if he’s
going to step over it or jump. He also has to
decide whether he’s going to get over quickly
or slowly. All the while, I have the lead of his
halter holding firm but gentle pressure waiting
for him to find the release and figure it out.
All I have is time so time is what I give my
student. That’s what it takes. I could be in a
hurry and drag the colt over the log because
the horse or mule I’m riding could sure do it,
but what would that accomplish? The colt
wouldn’t learn anything good from that experience. So, I simply wait patiently and allow
the colt to look things over and think about his
options. Doing so is not instant, but it’s the
correct thing to do. After he figures out how to
negotiate the log on his time, he knows how he
can get over the next one with ease.
I’ve had times when a colt will get to a point
that he thinks he’s tired and wants to quit
moving and plants his feet. Stopping is not an
option until I decide we’re stopping so when
that happens I don’t get in a war and drag him
along. I wait there with firm pressure on the
lead and pretty soon he finds the release by
stepping forward and figures out it’s easier to
keep moving than it is to pull on the halter and
lead. Taking a little time and letting the colt
figure things out, is again, the best and correct
thing to do.
Time allows us the chance to mess things up
and it gives us the chance get things right.
Time is all we have. Figuring out what we’re
going to do with the time we have is the hardest and most important thing we can do in regard to working with our horse and in life. We
can continue to move through life expecting
to get everything RIGHT NOW or we can slow
down and give time a chance.
If we give our horses the time they need to
become great we will soon figure out that we
have the time to be great, too. Time is all we
have. How are you going to use yours? Are
you going to continue to be in a hurry and miss
out on the good stuff, or are you going to slow
down and wait for the release. The release is
what we’re looking for, man and horse… “It’ll
Be Fine when we all realize that TIME IS ALL
WE HAVE.

Doug and Jody Lindgren own and operate
Hay Creek Ranch near Nemo, South
Dakota. Doug rides 2-10 hours every day,
spring, summer and fall, training horses
to be great trail horses.
Visit HayCreekRanch.net.
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Breeding and
Conformation
by Craig Cameron

short, the underline long; slanting shoulder and hip angles should
match. A well-balanced body is an athletic one.
• Good height to the withers, to hold a saddle in place.
• A big heart girth for heart and lung capacity.
• Strong loins and hindquarters for maxi¬mum power and stability.
• Straight legs, with good bone, a short cannon bone.
• Good oval-shaped hooves, large enough to support the horse’s weight.

When looking at a prospect for the kind of riding you want to do, ask
yourself if the horse is bred to perform the tasks he needs to do and
if he’s physically capable of doing them. For example, if you want to
ride in endurance races, get a horse that’s bred for long-distance work,
such as the Arabian. If you’re looking for a smooth-riding trail horse,
check into the gaited breeds, such as Missouri Fox Trotters or Paso
Finos. If competing in speed events is your game, a good bet would be a
race-bred Quarter Horse. And if you want to work cattle, it makes sense
to consider a Quarter Horse with cutting-horse bloodlines.
Through selective breeding, horsemen have carefully and purposefully
bred certain physical and mental characteristics into the gene pools
of today’s modern equine breeds, giving riders the best chance of
suc¬cess in whatever sport they choose.
Conformation becomes really important in any type of performance.
The better a horse is put together, the easier it is for him to do what’s
required. Take reining as an example. It’s hard for a horse that’s heavy
on the front end, thick-necked or slight in the hindquarters to perform
the spectacular sliding stops reining horses are known for. Those stops
require horses that are refined and balanced in their necks, light in their
front ends (so they can lift them in the classic reiner’s pedaling motion)
and heavily muscled in the hindquarters to hold the ground and slide
— over and over again.
In general, however, a good horse is a good horse, and good conformation is good conformation.
Here are some conformational points common to all good horses:
• A pretty, refined head with big soft eyes, large nostrils and an alert
look. A soft, “gentle” eye can say a lot about a horse’s character.
• A refined neck in proportion to the horse’s body, one that comes out
of the shoulders level, neither too high nor too low. A clean throatlatch
makes it easy for the horse to break at the poll and therefore give to
the bit.
• A balanced body in the shape of a trapezoid, meaning the back is
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A Native Texan Craig Cameron, one of the original clinicians, is
on the road more than 44 weeks a year covering 80,000 miles
demonstrating the style of horsemanship he has perfected in
the last 23 years. Called the “public defender of the horse,” Craig
dedicates himself to those who educate their horses by first
educating themselves. At an age where most have long since
retired the thought of starting colts, Craig Cameron known as
“The Cowboy’s Clinician,” starts hundreds of horses each year.
Learn more about Craig Cameron at www.CraigCameron.com
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“Riding is
communicating
with the horse’s
mind to control
the horse’s feet.”
The mechanics of the horse revolve around
how the horse is built and how his body works,
just as the nature of the horse pertains to
the horse’s psyche and how the horse’s mind
works. Equine mechanics deal with the way
in which the horse moves across the earth. A
horse drives from behind, turns on his center
and pulls with his front. The better you understand how a horse moves, the better you’ll be
able to understand how to control his feet.
Riding is communicating with the horse’s mind
to control the horse’s feet. When you want a
horse to go to the right, you must have his feet
go to the right. When you want a horse to back,
you have to get his feet to move backward.
When you want a horse to load into a trailer,
you must first get his feet into the trailer.
When you understand where your horse’s feet
are at all times, you better understand your
horse and, therefore, become a better horseman.
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HUMANSHIP, IT SHOULD BE A WORD!
by Dena Kirkpatrick
Horsemanship vs. Humanship
Horsemanship (hôrs׳mǝn ship)׳
noun 1. skill in, or the art of, riding,
/
managing, or training horses 2. the skill of riding horses; equitation
Humanship ('hyü-mǝn ship)׳
noun 1. Level of skill a horse has learned
/
from being ridden, managed or trained. 2. the horse’s ability to understand human teaching
Sentence: A horse with good humanship will take to the barrel pattern
quick and easily, even with a novice rider.
Horses are as individual as people are, and some are born with innate
humanship skills while others are not. Some foals are gifted with a natural understanding, interest and reasoning to humans. Some horses,
like people may be super smart but lack what we call common sense.
What we call common sense in people could also parallel to a horse’s
humanship. Also, horses with good humanship take discipline better
than others with poor humanship.
Several months ago I had a discussion with a fellow writer and laughingly said that “humanship” needed to be a word. We use the word
“horsemanship” to describe a person’s ability to handle, train, ride and
manage horses. However, there isn’t a universal word, like horsemanship, that describes the skill level that a horse either learns or possesses naturally, or that describes a horse’s ability to ‘read’ humans.
As I write these articles and have daily conversations about barrel
horses, I am always trying to efficiently describe the level of education
that a horse has achieved. I have the same problem when I am teaching. In contrast to referring to horsemanship from the rider’s point of
view, describing a horse’s skill level under their rider can prove really
frustrating. It takes several words or complete sentences to get the
point across, and most times I don’t think it is really explained. This dilemma might not seem so bizarre to me if it weren’t so easy to describe
a rider’s skill level. Horsemanship is a very comprehensive term that
can be used to describe any part of our talents and skills, both physical
and mental, as riders. I feel that horsemanship, like most other words,
should have an antonym.
Why wouldn’t Webster’s Dictionary recognize a word that means the
horse’s level or ability to read, interact and respond to human direction? So the more I thought about this, the more I decided humanship
should be a real word! After all, if Webster can add four letter slang
terms and even fiction, movie-born fantasy words such as “Muggle”,
which describes a person who lacks magical abilities, from the Harry
Potter Series, then surely a word like Humanship should exist!
Ok, seriously does Webster’s’ have a word that would describe the
horse’s ability to take direction and understand human beings? Well,
the answer is no, they don’t. I find it interesting that we have this void
in our language, since it is quite probable that the English language has
more words than any other language in the world and man’s relationship with horse has been recorded since the beginning of time. In fact,
the survival of the human race has often depended on the horse and
man’s relationship to him.
I have put a lot of thought in this and decided to research the concept. My grandmother always says, “there is nothing new under the
sun”(Bible Quote Eccl 1:9), and she is right. I am not the first or only
one to try and measure in one word how a horse responds to training.
You can find several books written by horseman who have referenced
“humanship” but all lack a clear meaning or common definition. So I
decided to describe what I think ‘humanship’ could mean to barrel racers and other horseman.
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Some horses have better humanship skills than others, just like some
people naturally have better horsemanship skills than others. Over all
my years of training, I have seen horses bred the same and raised in
the same environments, but have very different reactions to training
and discipline. For example, we owned a little cow bred mare that was
unbelievably sweet. All of her foals, except for one, were just like her,
sweet and easy to train. The one that was different was so afraid of
humans that we actually never got him halter broke, and his breeding
and environment were the exact same as his siblings. I know this is an
extreme case, but his ability to understand humans (his ‘humanship’)
was the only difference.
It is not as if everyone can’t learn to play a piano, but the ones that
are more talented and naturally musically inclined, will rise to the top
quicker. Some horses, even if their riders are novice will automatically
be successful and seem to just pick up on the barrel pattern much
faster than others. It can’t be that they are simply smarter than their
stable mates, because exceptionally smart horses can be more difficult
to train and season.
These are the reasons I believe humanship should be a word. It has a
real basis in our world of performance horses. To me humanship is a
measured assessment that I look for, past their obvious intelligence
level. For years I have subconsciously measured a horse’s humanship
levels when looking for barrel prospects, when trying to help students
communicate with their horses, and especially when training my own
horses.
Horses can be trained many different ways. We could put them all
through the same steps and for the same amount of time, and just
like people some will rise to the top and some will not. But I don’t,
however, think it is sufficient enough to say one was just smarter than
another or just more athletic. We know that even with children we take
assessment of their learning tendencies to great lengths, calling some
gifted and adjust their curriculum accordingly. I believe we should take
analyzing our horse’s minds one step further and identify their humanship levels. If we can establish their breeding, intelligence and finally
humanship, we could adapt our horsemanship accordingly and give
them an even better chance at a successful career in the barrel pattern.

More information about Dena can be found on her website:
www.DenaKirkpatrick.com.
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No Longer A

Skeptic
By Jim Masterson

aged children who
didn’t need quite so
much of my time.
As to the question of
bodywork, the horse’s
feet, and what this
has to do with a more
complete approach to
the horse’s health, we
can get closer to the answer by asking two more questions.

This month I wanted to share a story told by friend and Integrated Equine
Performance Bodywork Instructor, Becky Tenges -

A Personal Journey Towards Understanding a
Whole-Horse Approach to Health and Soundness
by Becky Tenges.
If someone had told me five years ago that I would start a second career as
an equine bodyworker, after having already retired from a very successful
first career as an investment banker, I would have told them they were nuts
and, furthermore, I would likely have told them that bodywork for horses
was an unnecessary extravagance at best and a ridiculous waste of money
at worst. But, turn the clock forward to today and I would tell you that a
question asked by Scott Lampert, my horse’s farrier, touched off my journey
from ignorant skeptic to educated proponent. Scott Is an Accredited Professional Farrier by the American Association of Professional Farriers and an
internationally sought after farrier, speaker and clinician. His compassionate inquiry to me on a horse’s behalf went something like this: “I can fix this
poor horse’s feet, but what it also needs is an equine massage therapist.
Have you got a good one of those in your area?” The answer, at the time,
was “No”.
Scott is a consummate professional. Among his amazing qualities as a farrier, Scott is a highly educated, confident, technical and artistic practitioner
in executing his trade. He has ‘peripheral perspective’ beyond his trade and
understands that the whole horse needs to be treated. He knew that he
could improve the horse’s feet that day. But, he also knew that if the horse’s
body issues didn’t get addressed, they would continue to negatively impact
the horse’s feet. And, while the question he asked me occurred on the first
day I met Scott, the force and yet ease with which he delivered his question
made clear the relevance and importance that he ascribed to bodywork
on its ability to help the horse to ‘be well’. Scott embodies the truth that
all equine practitioners should live: we should do everything possible to
encourage whole body well-being of horses.
And so, came together Scott’s belief in the value of bodywork, my equine
experience (I grew up on an Arabian horse ranch and with a dad who was a
farrier), and all the time I had on my hands as a retired executive with teen-
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1) What if the primary cause of some of the puzzling podiatry and lameness challenges that horses experience—and that farriers and vets work to
resolve—originate in or are exacerbated by minor muscle lesions and soft
tissue restrictions somewhere in the horses’ bodies? and,
2) What if these lesions and restrictions are the cause of postural imbalances and uneven weight distribution which are leading to incorrect footfalls, unbalanced hoof loading, uneven hoof growth and, eventually, joint
issues—the very issues farriers and vets are called in by horse owners and
trainers to address?
The physical challenges that horses and their humans often face are circular. As with the proverbial question of ‘Which came first…the chicken or
the egg?’ often times we do not know where the cycle began. Are imbalances in the foundation of the horse—its hooves—causing compensatory
imbalances, and lesions in the body? Or, rather, are lesions and imbalances
somewhere in the body the cause of the kinds of things we see lower down
in the form of joint lameness, uneven hoof sizes, flares, and medial/lateral
hoof imbalances? By looking at these questions as integral and interwoven
parts of the same issue, we open the door to a more complete approach to
managing our horse’s performance, soundness, health and well-being.
Physical Therapy in the Whole Horse Approach
Physical therapy involves evaluating, identifying, and treating a range of
diseases and disorders using physical means. In physiotherapy the physical
therapeutic touch and movement requested by the practitioner is applied
with the purpose of healing.
In the world of physiotherapy, we encounter a weaving together of the sciences of biology, physiology, and physics, where the thermal energy of the
human’s touch is transmitted as electromagnetic energy in the form of infrared radiation (heat) to the horse’s body, causing changes to occur at a
cellular level. In addition, beyond these physical sciences, on a completely
personal level the physiotherapeutic healing contact between practitioner
and horse represents a form of tactile, sensory interaction—a relationship
built on a form of communication and connection that bridges the nonverbal
world between horse and human.
An excerpt from the Introduction to the book Physical Therapy and Massage
for the Horse, by co-authors Dr. Jean- Marie Denoix and Jean-Pierre Pailloux, makes the case for taking a broad, whole-horse approach to managing the health of the horse. “Traces of earlier injuries are retained almost
indefinitely by the locomotor apparatus (the muscles and other structures
involved in locomotion), and while there have been considerable advances
www.PerformanceHorseDigest.com

in diagnostic methods, these have not been accompanied by comparable movements in medical and surgical treatment. It is in this area that
physiotherapy can provide important support, as
treatment focuses not only on the lesion itself, but
on the overall impact it is having on locomotion. It
offers a global approach, improving the speed of
repair and enhancing the patient’s ability to tolerate locomotor problems which may present a
number of aspects.”
The ever increasing demands placed on equine
athletes in all forms of competition are pushing
horses to their physiological limits, resulting in
the appearance of frequent podiatry and lameness challenges. In the early and typically ‘clinically invisible’ stages of the underlying injuries,
these challenges reveal themselves as behavioral and training problems in the horse. When
we address ourselves to any single physiologic
dilemma of the horse it makes logical, intuitive—

and even scientific—sense to take into account
the horse, the whole horse.
In a recent article in The Chronicle of the Horse
about the legendary equine veterinarian Dr. John
R. Steele, still practicing medicine after almost
70 years, Tim Ober, partner in Steele & Associates and USEF Show Jumping Team veterinarian,
said of Dr. Steele: “If we were going to summarize what he did differently from everybody else
it is that he understood the horse as a whole. He
understood how to treat the whole horse before
everybody else did.”

Thermographer. Becky has also taken advanced
training in Biomechanics, Equine Myofascial Release and in Integrative Veterinary Medicine topics. By Spring 2015, Becky will have completed a
Certification in Equine Kinesio Taping.

Becky Tenges, owner of Equine Bodyworks USA,
is a Certified Practitioner, Instructor and Clinician
of the Masterson Method™ of Integrated Equine
Performance Bodywork™. She is a Certified
Equine Thermographer (EquineIR™), Equine Ergonomist (Saddlefit 4 Life®), Equine Rehabilitation Assistant (Winter 2014), and Level I Infrared

Jim Masterson has been the equine bodywork therapist for the 2006, 2008, 2010
and 2012 USEF Endurance Teams, and has
worked on thousands of horses, including
equine athletes competing in FEI World
Cup, Pan American and World Equestrian
Games competitions. He is the author of
the book and DVD Beyond Horse Massage,
and the DVDs Equine Massage For Performance Horses and Dressage Movements
Revealed. Go to www.mastersonmethod.
com for more information.

All-Time Record for

NCHA Futurity Sales
It was the best of times and the best of times, from Monday, December 8 through Saturday, December 13, as Western Bloodstock Ltd.’s
2014 NCHA Futurity Sales set sale session records and concluded with
an all-time average of $27,696 – 23% above the previous record of
$21,370 set in 2006.
“We felt that sales would be strong, but we never imagined we would
top the record average by such a huge amount,” said Jeremy Barwick,
who along with his wife, Candace, purchased Western Bloodstock
Ltd. in 2012. Last year’s
NCHA Futurity Sales average came within $48.00 of
breaking the old record.
“We are grateful to the
consignors and buyers and
feel privileged to be able to
contribute to the growth of
the cutting horse industry,”
added Barwick.
From a total of six sessions, over six days, 614
horses, representing 84%
of those offered, sold for a
gross of $17,005,850.
The high-selling horse
from all sales was 2-yearold Eight Mile, at $400,000.
The Metallic Cat son was
consigned by his breeder,
Crown Ranch, and purchased by Daniel and Nancy
Burkes, Hibbing, Minn.
The high-seller on December 13, the last day of the

Horse Digest

sales, was Bet On A Cat , by High Brow Cat, also consigned by Crown
Ranch, and purchased for $110,00 by The Over Forty Ranch, Wichita
Falls, Tex.
The top 10 selling lots from all sales averaged $206,200; the top 20
lots averaged $163,400. There were 20 horses that sold for $100,000
or more.
www.WesternBloodstock.com
www.PerformanceHorseDigest.com
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AQHA Young Horse Development
Program Winner
by Addison Fjelstad

looking at Mini Mes Mercedes, owned and raised
by Aryln Rustad, Walters, MN. We clicked immediately and with the training that Monty continued to put on him and the coaching that he gives
to me, we were able to capture multiple World
Titles in the past couple years. 2013 AQHYA World
Champion in Working Cowhorse Boxing, NRCHA
$5K Non-Pro Boxing World Champion, Youth Reserve World Champion, 2014 AQHYA Ranch Horse
Reserve World Champion and 6th in boxing. Being able to train, travel and compete with Monty
for the past several years has built my confidence and skill level.
One year ago, I got my first 2yr old that I have
been training with the help of Monty, San Shining
Peppy. I was able to show him in his first futurity
this fall and was super happy with what he did.
This summer I also got a 2yr old half-sister to
my show horse, Mini. I call her “Mocha”. With
both of these horses I’ve had to completely break
out and start training at the ground level. I have
enjoyed the process and the success that I have
seen with both of them.
On October 25 I went to Sunup Ranch in Brainard,
MN to pick up my new weanling. Recently I was
chosen to participate in the AQHA Young Horse
Development Program in which I was donated a
weanling from a Ranch Heritage Breeder. Sunup
Ranch was among the first ranches to be named
to the AQHA Ranching Heritage Breeders program, which emphasizes ranch-raised horses in
its Ranching Heritage Challenge. I was ecstatic
when Greg Booth and Vicki Kettlewell along with
Vicki’s mother Barbara, owners of Sunup Ranch,
introduced me to the weanling I would be receiving. At the young age of 89, Barbara Kettlewell is
still residing and active on the ranch. They gave
me an adorable little sorrel filly by their own stud
Sunups Starwatch and out of their mare Zanapar
Robin.
After leading my filly around for a bit, Greg
and Vicky gave my mother and I a tour around
their ranch. We met their impressive studs and
walked into the pasture where we saw over 90
mares and foals. Sunup has over 64 years of experience breeding amazing and reliable horses.
They have a very impressive facility with many
years of history. It was fun to hear about the history of Sunup Ranch, how it was established and
how it has continued to build years of successful
breeding.
The cute, little filly loaded in the trailer easily and
we drove back and introduced her to her new
home. It was fun to watch her check everything
out. I named her Latte to match up with my two
year old named Mocha. Since then I have had a
lot of fun getting to know her and letting her get
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to know me. She has settled in nicely and I have
really enjoyed starting this process.
This program is something I am excited to participate in because of the many new challenges I
will get a chance to work through. I have ridden
horses since I was 7 yrs old, starting with English
lessons for several years. Five years ago I wanted
to try something new and was immediately taken
by the Cowhorse discipline! I love the precision
of the reining along with the speed, excitement
and unknowns of the cow work. After taking a
lesson with Monty Bruce, Northwood, IA for a day
I came back several more times that week. I continue to be at the barn 5-7 days a week riding
and working with my horses. Being so involved
at the barn has exposed me to many levels of
training and riding. Monty has been an amazing
coach, continuing to teach and present me with
new challenges on a regular basis. Because of
this I have competed on a National level with
my horse, Mini
Mes Mercedes.
I started with an
entry level horse
when showing
Cowhorses. After
a couple years I
was out riding my
horse and was
ready to step it
up competitively.
That is when
Monty suggested

Now, I’m excited to get the opportunity to tackle
this whole new level with the weanling that I received from Sunup Ranch. I will be raising and
working with this filly, I’m calling “Latte”, through
the AQHA Young Horse Development Program. As
part of this program I will have her ready to show
in a halter or showmanship class next summer.
Even though the official end to this competition/
program is next September I hope to continue
training her and have success in the future showing her at the Ranch Heritage Challenges and as a
Working Cowhorse.
I’m sure that every month will pose new and
exciting challenges. Next month I’ll be writing
about my first month’s experiences. I look forward to documenting this process and being able
to look back at the progress little Latte and I will
both make together!

www.PerformanceHorseDigest.com

Sunup
Ranch
An AQHA Legacy Breeder
Since 1950

Congratulates

Proud
to be

Addison Fjelstad, recipient of

a 2014
Sunup Ranch weanling filly through
AQHA’s Young Horse Development Program

Wishing
Addison and
“Latte” great
success

Visit us for your

“Sunup-bred” premium prospects from our 64-year-old program
Zans Tyree Drifter

s up
Head

(Zan Parr Sun x Tyrita George)

Watch Red Sunup

(Mr Baron Red x Watch Jo Peggy)
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Jack Parr Sun

(Zan Parr Sun x Georgia Jack)

Sunups Starwatch, ROM
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If you are going to feed

like a pig,

your horse

buy a pig!
Why you should NOT feed grain to your horse
Horses are herbivores. Their systems are designed to eat and digest forage.
As wild horses evolved, they ate forage, not grains. Only recently has man
opted to feed grain to horses – likely because that is what other
domesticated animals are commonly fed.

A horse's system is designed to digest
forage, not grain
Horses have a relatively small stomach and small intestine but a large hindgut
(large intestine and cecum). Horses do best when they eat small meals many
times per day. As horses graze on forage, the food passes quickly through the
stomach and small intestine and into the hindgut, a large vat where
fermentation and digestion occur.
Grain, on the other hand, which is made up primarily of starches and sugars,
must be digested in the stomach and small intestine. Because food travels
so quickly through a horse's stomach and small intestine, digestion of grain is
inefficient. Horses are not designed to eat grain. Nor are they "meal" eaters.

Square Meal Feeds are forage-based,
complete feeds that give your horse
everything it needs – and nothing it doesn't
Square Meal Feeds are forage-based, complete horse feeds made primarily
of alfalfa and grass. Alfalfa is a legume that produces its own nitrogen and
protein. Both alfalfa and grass are cellulose-type plant structures, which
are not efficiently digested in simple-stomach animals. The forage in Square
Meal Feeds passes rapidly through the stomach and small intestine to the
hindgut, for fermentation and digestion of the available nutrients.

Feeding Square Meal Feeds is
convenient and easy
Square Meal Feeds come in biscuit form and are packaged in 40-lb.
recyclable bags. Square Meal is designed to be fed free-choice 24/7 –
just like grazing in the wild. With Square Meal Feeds, every mouthful is
the same, so it is a consistent form of forage.
Square Meal is low in starch and sugar and is fed by weight, not by bale.
There is little waste with Square Meal, and you'll appreciate the reduced
storage space required and the clean handling. Square Meal is also easy
to transport, so your horse can stay on the same diet while traveling.

Developed by a veterinarian and
ﬁfth-generation farmer
Square Meal Feeds were developed by a veterinarian and fifth-generation
family farmer whose cropping program focuses on forage production. All
Square Meal Feed products were developed with a keen interest in equine
nutrition and a strong belief that the best medicine is prevention and that
prevention starts with the right nutrition.

Supported by a decade of research
Feeding your horse Square Meal Feeds not only makes sense from a
horse physiology standpoint, it is also supported by a decade of research
at multiple major universities, including Rutgers University, North Carolina
State University and the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. This
research found that Square Meal Feeds provide numerous nutritional and
feed-efficiency benefits. It also validated the nutritional safety of adopting
a forage diet.

Square Meal Feeds has a feed for every horse
Square Meal Feeds are available in four formulas – there is one that is right for your horse:
Next Generation is designed specifically for young foals up to 2 years old.
Happy Horse is the all-around Square Meal Feed and maintenance formula.
Equine Winner was developed for high-performance horses.
Senior Supper is formulated for mature horses.

To learn more about feeding your horse
forage-based Square Meal Feeds, go to
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At first I tried to straighten him, and then I
thought of the principles of the Game of Contact,
so I changed my approach and encouraged him
to go more crooked: “You want to be crooked,
let me help you!” So I drew on the right rein a
little more, causing his head to come even more
to the right. We did a couple of laps like this and
I could feel his mind getting active (usually it is
shut down or arguing) so that was good!
All of the sudden, he wanted to go straight. He
tugged on that right rein (whose contact he
was avoiding) and as I allowed the rein to slip
slowly through my hand, he straightened his
neck, stretched his topline and lengthened his
stride. I was shocked! After several strides, he
shortened and started to go crooked again, so
I did the same thing. This time it worked even
quicker. Pretty soon I could pick up the reins and
he stayed straight and forward, taking the contact. It was really cool.
As soon as it started to go well at the walk, I
moved on to the trot. Same thing happened:
he went short, bunched up and crooked. Once
again I said, “Let me help you!” and I helped him
to be more crooked. This was such fun.

The Game of Contact:
Let Me Help You!
By Linda Parelli
How often have you found yourself counteracting something your horse does? It’s natural for
us humans to exert our will (direct line thinking)
rather than take the horse’s idea and cause him
to turn it around (lateral thinking).
For as long as I can remember, Pat has been saying, “Cause your idea to become the horse’s idea,
but understand the horse’s idea first.” Well, isn’t
it interesting how long something apparently
simple like that can take to sink in? I’m finally
starting to understand how to truly do that and it
has led to a major breakthrough with my horse,
Allure.
Over the past five years, my journey with Allure
has been challenging because of his extreme
Left-Brain Extrovert Horsenality, and his tendency
to go extreme Right-Brain Introvert as a learner.
Here’s what I love about it: because of those challenges, Allure has made me a better horseman
and teacher. The best thing he helped me come
up with is the Horsenality Profile, a major breakthrough in reading, understanding and becoming
more effective with horses.
In this article, I want to share with you how I used
the principle of understanding Allure’s idea when
riding to not only get him to want to go straight,
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but be more relaxed and not feel like bucking. It’s
a great lesson in reverse psychology because you
do the opposite of what the horse expects (and
what you want to do!). Lucky for us, Amy Bowers was visiting and just happened to have her
camera with her!
Day 1
Usually when I begin to ride Allure, he’s a bit tight.
He doesn’t want to go straight and if I push him
he’ll buck. So I spend a lot of time in walk until
he relaxes and then try to do some trot. It kind of
works, but it takes a lot of time and I don’t feel
like we’ve really made any progress because the
next time it’s no better. He also doesn’t like going into anything that looks like a dressage arena
and gets quite shut down — Right-Brain Introvert. Then when he comes out of it, he goes LeftBrain Extrovert and is very challenging to ride!
I decided to use the Game of Contact because of
the great success I’d been experiencing with it
helping horses to get more confident and more
forward. As I picked up the reins, he started fussing with the bit, shortened his neck, body and
stride.
As we inched forward, he started to go crooked.

Again, a couple of laps and all of the sudden he
wanted to go straight. I allowed the rein to slip
through my fingers as he stretched his top line
and lengthened his stride. This time he started
blowing out. Success! Tension was leaving, understanding was growing.
We made half a lap and I stopped him, got off and
praised the heck out of him. It was hard to stop
just when it was starting to work, but I knew it
was the best thing. Remember, we are not riding
for today, we are riding for tomorrow!
Day 2
Walking into the arena today was completely different. Instead of having thresholds, he strode
willingly and confidently into the arena.
It took about two minutes for him to be straight at
the walk, so I began the trot. The first few strides
were great, then he went crooked again. “Let
me help you!” This time I needed to have him
be even more uncomfortably crooked before he
wanted to go straight, but the good part was that
there was no stress for him (remember, it was his
idea!) and it was still simple, fun and interesting
for me.
“I wanna be straight!” said Allure. “Sure!” I responded. And it was amazing. Lovely, forward,
relaxed trot. I couldn’t believe it could be that
simple.
After a couple of laps of walking and petting, I
went for the canter. It was a little difficult at first,
he didn’t want to canter, and put in a few little
bucks – tiny compared to what they used to be…
more like riding a dolphin.
Then he stopped, pooped, and as I gathered my
reins when walking off, he lifted into this beautiwww.PerformanceHorseDigest.com

ful, soft canter. Wow. We cantered half a lap, I
stopped and then got off and praised him. End of
session! I was so thrilled and excited.
Moving Forward
Since that day, Allure has been amazingly calm.
Playing the Game of Contact for straightness and
relaxation has led to being able to ride him FreeStyle – I’ve waited years for this moment! And on
one day, I was cantering him around the Big Top
and he got a little over-stimulated by something
going on up there. As he wadded up I quickly did
the opposite of what I would have usually done:
instead of bending him, I helped him wad up. I remember thinking, “Either this is going to work, or
I’m going to help him do the biggest buck ever!”
We wadded up together for a few strides and then
I felt him ask to go forward instead of up. “Sure!”
I said, as I allowed the reins to lengthen. And that
was the last time he thought about bucking.
So why is this so effective? I think it is because
you’re giving the horse nothing to argue with,
nothing to brace against. As a result, emotions
de-escalate and trust and harmony grows.

TRAIN.
COMPETE.
2015.

I hope you find a lot of “aha” moments as you
read this story and, like me, that you will now understand what it means to truly understand your
horse’s idea and use lateral thinking to cause him
to want to follow your idea. Best of all, it takes all
the stress and frustration away… it’s fun saying
“Let me help you!”
PS: I would not recommend using the Let Me Help
You approach when riding a horse that wants to
run off! Instead, use Partial Disengagement or get
off and encourage your horse to go faster when
you’re on the ground.
For more information on the Game of Contact,
visit www.parelli.com.

Pat Parelli coined the term “natural
horsemanship” and founded his
program based on a foundation
of love, language and leadership.
Together with his wife Linda, Pat
has spread PNH across the globe
with campuses in the United
States, United Kingdom and
Australia. // ParelliConnect.com.
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Puncture
Wounds
by Dr. Rachel Bourne

Puncture wounds can be very deceiving and may not initially appear
serious; however, punctures can be a dangerous injury. The skin
wound from a puncture might be very small, however, the underlying injury may be much more severe. Common causes of puncture wounds are pieces of wood, nails, wires, metal and sticks. A
common reason for horses to sustain puncture wounds is running
through fencing, or falling onto fence posting.
Signs that a puncture has occurred recently include bleeding and
pain, heat and swelling around the puncture site. If there is a foreign
body remaining in the wound, do not attempt to remove it. Foreign
body removal should be performed by your veterinarian. If a puncture wound is not identified immediately, the skin wound can heal
over quickly in a few days, although, a local infection may occur in
the underlying tisses. If this occurs, the area around the puncture
will often swell and become painful, which is due to the infection
caused by bacteria that entered the wound during the trauma. The
puncture site may break open and drain allowing accumulated fluid
and pus to escape. If a puncture occurs on a leg and enters a joint
or tendon sheath, the horse may be very lame and be reluctant to
bear weight on the affected limb.
One serious complication of a puncture wound is the possibility of a
horse developing tetanus. Tetanus is caused by an anaerobic bacteria called Clostridium tetani. This disease has a high fatality rate
in horses. Initial signs of tetanus include a stiff gait, reluctance to
eat off of the ground and facial muscle spasm. Tetanus progresses
to spasm of all muscles, rigid extension of the neck, limbs and tail
(sawhorse stance) and often death. The tetanus toxoid is a core vaccine that all horses
should receive annually. Any horse that
has a laceration or wound should receive
a tetanus booster if it has been more than
six months since they received their vaccination. Another type of clostridial infection
that can occur following a puncture wound
is called clostridial myositis, although, this
disease is most commonly associated with
intramuscular injections. Signs of clostridial myositis include swelling, unwillingness
to move and crepitus. Crepitus is gas within the infected tissues and has a crackling
or crinkly feeling to the touch.

banamine, will be used to help reduce the pain and inflammation
associated with the injury. Antibiotics are also necessary following
a puncture wound. The type of antibiotics administered will depend
on the injury.
The wound itself should be cleaned and explored by your veterinarian to determine the extent of the puncture into the underlying tissues. Please contact the Wisconsin Equine Clinic & Hospital if you
have any questions or concerns regarding wound care.

“It’s all about the horse…” We strive to maximize the quality
of life for our equine patients by providing compassionate
care with the utmost attention to the individual needs of the
horse and the clients we serve.”
Wisconsin Equine Clinic and Hospital
39151 Delafield Road,
Oconomowoc, WI 53066
www.wisconsinequineclinic.com

Treatment for a puncture wound will depend on the type and severity of the puncture wound. All horses should receive a
tetanus booster after a deep laceration or
puncture wound. Often NSAIDS (non-steroidal anti-inflammatories), such as bute or
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MARBLES
IN THE
UTERUS

Can a Marble Keep a
Mare Out of Heat?
by Patrick M. McCue DVM, PhD, Diplomate
American College of Theriogenologists
Expression of behavioral estrus, or heat, in mares can have a profound
negative effect on training and performance. Estrus is normally expressed
for 5 to 7 days out of the 21-day estrous cycle. Owners and trainers often
cite variations in performance and temperament of mares when they are in
heat. Examples of adverse behaviors noted in performance mares when in
heat include attitude changes, tail swishing, difficulty in training, squealing,
horsing, excessive urination, kicking, decrease in performance, and coliclike discomfort.
Numerous techniques to suppress or modify the estrous cycle or estrous
behavior of the mare have been tried. This month we will review the facts
regarding efficacy of marbles in suppression of estrus in mares.
A study was reported in which marbles were inserted into the uterus of
mares for suppression of estrus. In the study, 35-mm (‘shooter size’) glass
marbles were sterilized in an autoclave and subsequently a single marble
was placed into the uterus of each of 12 mares. Smaller sized marbles
apparently have a tendency to be expelled from the uterus. Marbles were
inserted within 24 hours after ovulation while mares were still in heat and
the cervix was relaxed.
The mares were subsequently monitored by teasing, ultrasonography and
hormone analysis to evaluate effect of treatment. Only five of the twelve
mares (41.7%) receiving marbles remained out of heat for a prolonged period of time. The other seven mares came back into estrus after a normal
diestrous period and ovulated approximately 20 days after the initial ovulation. The five mares that experienced an alteration in their estrous cycle
remained out of heat for an average of approximately 3 months (76, 78, 86,
95, and 109 days, respectively).
Pseudopregnancy, or formation of a persistent corpus luteum, was noted as
the reason for the prolonged suppression of estrus in the five mares. Apparently, the intrauterine marble caused an alteration in prostaglandin secretion from the uterine lining (endometrium) in these mares. Prostaglandins
are normally released in a pulsatile manner in non-pregnant mares approximately 13 to 15 days after ovulation. Prostaglandins cause destruction of
the corpus luteum and a reduction in progesterone levels, allowing mares
to return to estrus. The suppression of estrus in the five affected mares was
due to a chronic elevation in progesterone production secondary to formation of a persistent corpus luteum.
Uterine biopsies were collected prior to insertion of the marbles and after
removal. No significant uterine problems were noted during or after the
treatment period. In addition, eight of the mares were bred the following
year and three were reported to be pregnant.
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Fact Check: Placement of a sterilized marble into the uterus is Only effective in blocking heat in a limited percentage of mares treated. On the
positive side, marble therapy is not expensive. However, if you absolutely
want to keep a mare from showing heat during a show or performance,
the best therapy is still administration of oral Regumate® once daily
beginning 3 to 5 days prior to the critical event. If you go the cheap route
and it doesn’t work and your horse doesn’t perform up to speed, your
colleagues may suggest that both you and your horse have lost your
marbles.

Removal of an intrauterine marble is best accomplished when the mare is
in heat and the cervix is relaxed. In most instances, removal is not difficult.
However, anecdotal reports and our own experiences have indicated that
marbles may be difficult to remove in some cases.
Although the technique is interesting from a physiological standpoint, the
rate of efficacy is too low for most owners or trainers to count on if suppression of estrus is critical. However, the treatment would be inexpensive, easy
to administer and reversible.
Currently, there are no approved treatments or medications administered
as a single dose that are effective for long-term suppression of estrus in
mares. The only method of estrus suppression currently approved for use
in the horse is Regumate®, which must be administered orally once daily.
of pregnancy.

The Equine Reproduction Laboratory is part of the Animal
Reproduction and Biotechnology Laboratory in the College of
Veterinary Medicine and Biomedical Sciences at Colorado State
University. The CSU Equine Reproduction Program has developed leading-edge equine reproduction techniques for the
equine industry for over 45 years. Techniques such as collection of semen and artificial insemination, recovery and transfer
of equine embryos, shipping cooled semen, and shipping cooled
embryos are now routine in the equine industry, due in large
part to the research, education, and outreach efforts of the CSU
Equine Reproduction Laboratory.
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Cure for a Bucking Horse
by Clinton Anderson
First, let’s define what bucking really is. What
a lot of people call bucking is when the horse’s
front legs stay on the ground and he kicks up
his back legs. That’s not bucking. Bucking to
me is what you see at the rodeo: All four feet
are off the ground, the horse’s head is down
low, his mouth is open, and he is bellowing
like a cow giving birth. When a horse is really
bucking, you know it.
Kicking up or “crow hopping” is a simple demonstration of the horse’s lack of respect. What
type of horse usually kicks up? A lazy horse
that doesn’t want to go forward. When you ask
a horse to go from a trot to a canter and he
kicks up with his back legs, it’s his way of telling you to get lost.
On the other hand, most horses that are really bucking are not showing a lack of respect.
Instead, they are reacting to fear: fear of you
being on their back, the back cinch, your spurs
or something that jumped out of the bushes in
front of them. Something caused the horse to
use the reactive side of his brain. That’s how
most horses learn to buck.
Sometimes, once a horse has dumped a rider
several times, he starts bucking out of habit,
not so much out of fear. What may have started
out as a fear issue turns into a lack-of-respect
issue.
Whether your horse is kicking up to demonstrate his lack of respect or truly bucking out of
fear or habit, there are several ways to fix the
problem. If he’s kicking up because he doesn’t
want to go forward, get his feet moving better
on the ground with roundpenning exercises
or lunging. Get him so hooked on you that as
soon as you ask him to move by pointing with
your hand, he immediately responds with a
“Yes, Sir!” sort of response. If you get rid of
his laziness and lack of respect on the ground
first, when you get on him, he’ll be a lot more

willing to go forward. In fact, if you
thoroughly do your
groundwork, more
than likely, kicking
up under saddle will
no longer even be an
issue.
When you do get on
the horse, squeeze
with both legs to ask
him to go forward.
Wait for a count of
two, and if he doesn’t
go, cluck. Wait for
another count of two,
and if he doesn’t go
forward, spank him
side to side with
your reins or a whip.
If you spank with
rhythm and he kicks
up, spank him again:
whack, whack.
Often, the horse is likely to kick up again, and
you’ll spank him again: whack, whack. You
have to keep repeating this until the horse realizes that every time his back legs leave the
ground, you are going to make him feel uncomfortable, and every time he keeps his feet
on the ground, you’ll leave him alone.
You have to be a confident rider to go through
this process. If you’re not, and you do your
groundwork thoroughly and correctly, your
horse probably won’t kick up under saddle.
He’ll more than likely go forward as soon as
you squeeze and cluck. Or, with a little bit of
spank, he’ll go forward.
If you do a poor job on the ground, or if you
quit too soon, then you’ll have to fix it under
saddle. If you’re inexperienced or fearful, this
might be too much for
your ability. If that’s
the case, be sure to
do a better job on the
ground, and then have
a more experienced
rider ride the horse for
a few days to get his
feet moving.
It’s also important to
note that if a horse
is not just kicking up,
but is actually bucking like he’s in a rodeo, the last thing you
want to do is spank
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him. If you spank a horse that is truly bucking,
he’ll only buck harder. That’s why you have to
understand the difference.
With a horse that is bucking, do a One Rein
Stop – bend his head and neck around to one
side and then disengage his hindquarters –
get his hind legs to cross. By bending his head
and neck and disengaging his hindquarters,
you take away his ability to rear and buck
because his hind legs are moving laterally. As
soon as he’s stopped, get off him and go to
work moving his feet from the ground. Don’t
get off and put him away, and let him rest.
If you do either of those things, you’ll teach
him that bucking is what got you to get off his
back. Hustle his feet so that he understands
that bucking was a big mistake.

Clinton Anderson is a clinician,
horse trainer and competitor.
He’s dedicated his life to helping
others realize their horsemanship
dreams and keeping them inspired
to achieve their goals. Learn
about the Downunder method at
DownUnderHorsemanship.com.
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Equine
VIP
talks with

Celeste Huston
and
Author
Robin Hutton
by Susan Ashbrooke

Celeste Huston may hail from Hollywood (she was married
to Director John Huston), but her heart belongs to Cielo
Celeste Farms, where she breeds Gypsy Vanner horses.
You’ve ridden and shown a variety of horses so how did you
discover the Gypsy Vanner breed?
As a child I rode ponies and later owned a 5 gaited Saddle bred horse
that I owned until he passed. From there I discovered Arabians and
Quarter horses, but I saw Gypsy’s when I lived with John Huston in
Ireland. They were stunning! I became interested in them and like the
advertisement for potato chips, “I couldn’t own just one”!
You are known for breeding unusual colors of the Gypsy.
How did that start?
I’ve always been a “color freak” and I learned how to have an eye for
good horses. I hope I’m known for unusual, rare colors and for the
quality of my horses. Of course, it’s all in the eye of the beholder
along with the experience of the handler. I’m so happy “color” horses
are winning now and people are starting to take notice.
Your stallion St. Claren is certainly an example of both.
He is wonderful – but he is a stick of dynamite! He is a Silver Dapple
Gypsy – the recipient of the 2012 Elected Ambassador for the Gypsy
Breed and the 2010 World Champion. To be honest, I had retired from
showing and didn’t feel like I wanted or needed to do it. I had a
wonderful guy working with him who had great confidence in him and
convinced me to do it. What an accomplishment!
For more information about Celeste Huston www.
cielocelestefarms.com

What’s next on your list?
I really get excited about the unusual and “exotic” so I started
crossing an Appaloosa horse with my Gypsys – the “Gypsaloosa”! I
really believe in this cross, especially if you have quality on both ends.
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Author Robin Hutton has reignited excitement with her new
book Sgt. Reckless: America’s War Horse. The book is about
the nearly forgotten, thirteen hands high Mongolian mare.
“Reckless” was bred to be a racehorse, but was purchased
by Marine Lieutenant Eric Pedersen who renamed her for
the Recoilless Rifles Platoon, Anti-Tank Division, of the 5th
Marines. The four-legged equine braved minefields and
shrapnel to deliver ammunition to the frontlines in the Korean
War. In one day alone, she performed fifty-one trips (on her
own) through treacherous terrain covering a distance of
over thirty-five miles and rescued wounded comrades along
the way. Reckless demonstrated her devotion to the Marines
who had become her herd. An American hero. Reckless, was
awarded two Purple Hearts for her valor and was officially
promoted to staff sergeant twice, a distinction never
bestowed upon an animal before or since. Reckless lived out
the rest of her days at Camp Pendleton, California. In 2013
the Reckless memorial Monument at the National Museum of
the Marine Corps was completed.

I understand it took you 8 years to write “Sgt. Reckless”?
Yes – I read a brief summary about “Reckless” in the book, “Chicken
Soup For The Soul” and wanted to know more about her. She served
our country, saved American lives so I wondered why more people
didn’t know more about her? 8 years ago, when I googled “Reckless”,
I found only 4 items about her. I made it my mission to set up a
website and research the Marines that served with her. The book was
a true labor of love I’m very proud of it.
How did you find the Marines that served with her?
I started by posting information about my book to Marine websites
and ran ads on Semper Fi trying to get stories. Many of the men that
served with her have passed away, but their families recalled stories
and shared photographs no one has ever seen. I had to edit many of
these amazing photographs from the book, so I’m working on a coffee
table book with more photos. I’m still uncovering photographs now!
The book tells amazing stories about the relationship
between “Reckless” and these men, including her trainer
Sgt. Joseph Latham.

Fans can read
more about
her on my
website www.
sgtreckless.com
and become an
official fan on
Facebook and
Youtube.

The men protected and took care of her. She wasn’t a horse, she was
a Marine. Sgt. Joseph Latham died in the 1980’s, but his daughter
gave me everything she had about her Dad and “Reckless”. Latham
would give the horse hand signals and she would follow his command.
She was trained to step over communications lines, get down at the
sound of incoming fire and ignore the noise of battle. She carried
wounded soldiers to safety and was injured twice during the war,
earning two Purple Hearts.
You are so passionate about “Reckless” – is a movie about
her on the horizon?
I have written a movie script on this incredible story and am looking
for a home for it. Fans can read more about her on my website www.
sgtreckless.com and become an official fan on Facebook and Youtube.
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Western Dressage:
Finding a Suitable Horse
by Lynn Palm

multiple western and English events.
Dressage can be done with western
horses and in the western saddle. I
am so excited to be a part of western
dressage as it starts! I encourage
you to follow their tests and levels
because this will lead to a more
controlled and responsive horse,
whether you are on the trails or in
the show ring.
You may be wondering what horse is
best for western dressage. If you’ve
watched traditional English dressage
on television or gone to an event,
you have no doubt noticed that many
of the horses are warmbloods. As
wonderful as those horses may be
(and they are), don’t worry…you don’t
need a warmblood to participate in
western dressage. The beauty of this
hot new discipline is that any horse
and all breeds are suited for it.

Building a Partnership with Your Horse
PALM PARTNERSHIP TRAINING ™
I am so excited to do this series on western
dressage. I am positive this new discipline
following classical dressage with a western
horse is going to give the western industry
its next step in developing better horsemen.
Dressage promotes “Riding Well” and “Being
the Rider Your Horse Deserves!”
When I was young, it did not take me long
to learn that if I wanted to participate in the
sport of riding, I had to learn to become a good
rider. I was in the dressage saddle learning
this. Learning to become a good rider was not
only necessary in the dressage saddle but is
required in any saddle on any breed of horse.
As a young rider I felt so fortunate to learn
dressage because it was a new discipline in
the U.S. at the time. I recognized that I rode
NO differently in the dressage saddle than I
did in a western saddle or hunt saddle.
I found it very interesting that the training
I was learning with dressage worked on
any kind of horse. Breed didn’t matter
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then and it doesn’t matter now. Dressage
gave me the best foundation possible as
well as a solid understanding of correct
fundamentals about riding. It also helped me
understand correct training according to the
horse’s conformation, instincts, behaviors,
temperament, and personality.
Most importantly, I learned that it takes
TIME to train horses naturally. The goal is to
teach the horse to do tasks with manners,
obedience, and willingness to perform.
Learning dressage has taught me that a
balanced rider, communication through the
rider’s natural aids, and a balanced horse will
give you willing and confident responses that
will last the horse’s lifetime. The key here
is that it is training with understanding, not
training through submission.
By using dressage principles, I have been
able to achieve success as a competitor and
trainer of horses for more than four decades.
As a top competitor in AQHA for many years,
I showed numerous horses that performed in

This includes all the stock horse
breeds, such as Quarter Horses,
Paints, Appaloosas, Palominos, and
Buckskins. You’ll also see many
“non-stock”
breeds,
including
Morgans, Arabians, Saddlebreds,
even draft horses, and ponies. If
you are happy with the horse you
are currently riding and have a good
bond with him, that’s all you need to
get started. You certainly don’t have
to go buy a different horse.
If you have an interest in western
dressage, please send me a photo of you and
your horse so we can put this up on our web
site, QuarterHorsesInDressage.com. Despite
the name, we welcome all breeds!
I hope many of you reading this will decide
to join the Western Dressage Association
of America and get involved. If you are an
“English only” rider, be careful… once you
get in a good western saddle and ride a test,
you may get hooked. Why not? Give it a try!
Meanwhile, if you have any questions or
would like me to address a particular aspect
of western dressage in a future training
article, please feel free to email me at lsp@
lynnpalm.com. I love seeing your comments
or questions.
For more information on clinics and training
materials, please visit www.lynnpalm.com or
call us at 800-503-2824.
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For more information on this and
other Palm Partnership Training™
products or information on clinics, go
to LynnPalm.com or call us at
800-503-2824.
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Adding Weight,
NOT COST

Basic ingredients are often
your best solution, at the
least expense.
Suggestions:
1. Forage (fresh pasture or
hay) should be the staple of
the diet—always available,
all day and all night. Offer
hay free-choice, allowing
your horse to graze at will.
Add alfalfa as an additional
forage source. Alfalfa boosts
the protein quality of the entire diet, enhancing body tissue repair and production. It
can be fed as hay, cubes, or
pellets (be sure to moisten
the cubes or pellets to prevent choke). Approximately
30 to 40 percent of the total hay ration can be fed as
alfalfa but never more than
50% (to prevent enteroliths).
2. Concentrated feeds add
calories. Instead of reaching for oats or sweet feed,
choose a product that offers less starch and more
fat (at least 8%). Sweet
by Juliet M. Getty, Ph.D.
and/or starchy feeds can cause
Q. My horse gets really thin in the winter. Is excessive acid production and can lead to
there a low cost way of getting her to gain metabolic problems as your horse ages. You
some weight? Weight supplements are just can also feed beet pulp or alfalfa pellets (they
too expensive.”
should both be moistened), along with some
fatty substance such as rice bran or ground
A. Horses that have a high metabolic rate flax (best source since it provides valuable
tend to lose weight in cold weather just try- omega 3s) at a rate of ½ cup per 400 lbs of
ing to maintain a normal body temperature. body weight. Extra oil can be fed – choose rice
Don’t be fooled by a thick winter hair coat bran or canola oils. Soybean or corn oils are
– if your horse does not have enough flesh, too high in omega 6s which can lead to inflamhe may need to be blanketed during weather mation. When adding oil, start with only one
extremes. Check him daily for areas that may tablespoon per meal. You can slowly build up
be rubbing and make certain he is not sweat- to one cup per day for the maintenance horse.
ing under the blanket. Remove it on warmer,
sunny days.
3. Hindgut microbes need to be plentiful to
Maintaining weight - Some horses require additional calories to maintain weight during the
winter months.
Next, rule out any health problems such as
poor teeth, worm infestation, or liver problems
(generally due to old age). Once you know your
horse is healthy, concentrate on three things:
• Forage
• Calories
• Hindgut microbes
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digest fiber. Their numbers can diminish due
to illness, stress, over-consumption of cereal
grains, stall confinement, and antibiotic therapy (which kills beneficial as well as harmful
bacteria). Supplementing a pre/probiotic is
often a good approach to assist with weight
gain. A prebiotic is different than a probiotic
because it does not contain any live microbes.
Instead, a prebiotic feeds the existing bacterial flora in the hind gut, making them healthier and better able to digest forage. The result
is weight gain, since the horse can get more
calories from fiber found in hay and pasture.
Prebiotics are listed as “fermentation prod-

ucts” and are derived when bacteria ferment
various carbohydrate sources.
When shopping for a probiotic, pay attention
the number of colony forming units (CFUs).
This tells you the number of living microorganisms. There should be at least one billion
(denoted by 109) CFUs per organism. Cultures
of live yeast organisms are also used as probiotics.
By adding fat, extra protein, pre/probiotics,
and keeping your horse warm, you’ll allow him
to maintain a healthy body condition. When
making changes to the diet, remember to
make them slowly, giving the hindgut bacteria
a chance to adjust.
Related products
Please help us keep EquiMed active. Any purchases that you make through our site provide
us with a small commission at no cost to you.
Please begin your horse health shopping here:
Manna Pro NutraCea Natural Glo Rice Bran
Oil is high in calories, palatable, and a great
resource for helping your horse gain weight,
especially in the cold winter months.
You can also find a variety of Ground Flaxseed
Products
Four gallons of Crisco Pure Canola Oil at about
$10/gallon. Canola oil is preferred over corn
oil because it reduces the chances of inflammation. Top-dress hay or feed with Canola Oil
to increase the caloric intake.
The probiotic enhances digestive efficiency,
and results in more calories getting into your
horse’s system.
Animed D - Brewers Yeast is also a rich source
of the b-complex vitamins, protein, and minerals, particularly chromium.
Turnout and stable blankets can also help your
horse maintain weight during the cold winter
months. Even less expensive sheets can help
your horse reduce the calorie burning winter
chill.

Juliet M. Getty, Ph.D. is an
internationally respected,
independent equine nutritionist.
Author of the comprehensive
resource book Feed Your Horse
Like a Horse and the topic-centered
Spotlight on Equine Nutrition series,
available through her website, www.
GettyEquineNutrition.com.
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1

Softness

from Whoa and Backing Up
by Sandy Collier
Use this simple exercise to heighten your horse’s responsiveness to direct-rein pressure
and improve his stops.

2

Photos by Darrell Dodds

Your horse should already know how to lope
circles and pay attention to you and stay between the reins. This month, you’ll use an exercise I call the “whoa-back” to teach him to
soften in his face, round through his back, and
engage his hindquarters.
“Softening in the face” is a common horseman’s term; another way of putting it is “getting back off the bit.” It simply means becoming more responsive to your hand, so that
only the slightest rein pressure is necessary
to gain a response. When your horse is soft
in the face, he’s in a constant state of awaiting your next request. He’ll relax through the
jaw and flex at the poll with the lightest rein
pressure--ideally when you simply pick up the
reins. Getting soft in the face is one of the key
indicators that a horse is becoming a tuned-in,
compliant, well-broke horse.
A soft face can’t develop in a vacuum. Your
horse must also round through his top line
(picking up his shoulders and his back) while
positioning his hindquarters underneath him-actions that enhance his agility and quality
of movement. The whoa-back--where you ask
your horse to stop , then immediately perform
a series of short back-ups--promotes all these
abilities. As a bonus, t reinforces proper stopping position without having to stop as often,
thus saving wear and tear on your horse’s
hocks.
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TO GET THE MOST FROM THIS LESSON:
* Your horse must already know the basics of yielding to bit and neck-rein pressure,
moving forward and laterally off your legs, and loping on the correct lead.
* Stay Calm and relaxed, and be patient. Give your horse time to understand what you
are asking of him at every juncture.
* Remember to school on both leads in the loping part of the exercise.
* YOU’LL NEED: A level work area with good footing.
• After warming up your horse,
lope him in a straight line and “build
him into the bridle” by squeezing
with both your legs wile maintaining soft contact with your reins. Then
ask for a stop by sitting deep (sinking
your weight in the saddle with-out
leaning too far back or pushing your
feet forward), closing your hands on
your reins, and saying “whoa.” If your
horse isn’t tuned in and responsive,
he may do as my horse is here, and
run through his stop, pulling back on
you hands instead of giving to the
pressure. Or (insert left), he may toss
his head up as he stops--another resistance. The remedy for both is teaching him
to be softer in the face--the purpose of this
exercise.
• After your horse comes to a complete stop,
remain deep in the saddle and ask for the
back-up. Don’t do this by simply pulling back
on the reins--that just invites more resistance.
Instead, “build a wall” with your hands by
holding them soft yet steady, just at the point
of light pressure on your horse’s mouth. At the
same time, bump his sides lightly with both
legs to create impulsion. That drives him forward, where he ‘hits the wall’” of your hands
and must t therefore shift into reverse. Bump
lightly with your legs at first, giving your horse
time to understand what you’re asking. Then
increase what you’re asking. Then increase
intensity (without increasing the pressure on
the reins--just “maintain”) until he responds.
Here my horse is resisting my request for a
back-up, raising his head and bracing against
my hands, and not rocking back onto his hindquarters. My solution is to maintain the rein
contact and continue bumping with my legs
until...
• He softens and responds, flexing at the
poll, lowering his hindquarters, and moving
straight back. Note how round his top line is
as compared to photo #1. Continue the backup for three or four steps until your feel him

moving willingly with little rein pressure, then
release all aids and allow him to stop. Say
“whoa” as you pick up your reins again and
resume bumping his sides, to recommence
backing. Continue in this fashion for three or
four sets of back-ups before going forward
and loping again. Remember to say “whoa”
each time you ask him for the back-up’ this
will help him learn to stop in the correct position whenever he hears it. Equally important,
strive to pick the reins up in the exact same
way so your horse is clear about what this
means. By the same token, don’t lift the reins
casually--as when chatting with a friend who
shows up at the rail--or you’ll dilute the responsiveness you’re trying to develop.
• After loping and stopping again, I’ve asked
for the back-up and my horse responds even
more willingly, with virtually no rein pressure
at all. Make sure you use your reins and legs
equally on both sides to remain straight. If he
starts to swing his hind end to the right, for example, move your right leg back an inch or so
and bump a bit more vigorously to straighten
him out.
• With time and repetition of the back-ups
sets, your horse will improve his stops as mine
is here. Note now his body position echoes
that of the back-up position in photo #2. That’s
why good backing leads to good stopping, as
well as to better all-around softness and responsiveness.

Sandy Collier’s successful horse show
record is reflective of her dedication,
talent, and integrity as a horse trainer. She
was the first and only woman horse trainer
to win the prestigious NRCHA World
Champion Snaffle Bit Futurity. In 2011,
Sandy was inducted into The Cowgirl Hall
of Fame. Learn more at SandyCollier.com.
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Circles in Horsemanship Patterns What Catches
Your Eye
as a Judge?
by Mark Sheridan

Almost every pattern today will consist of circles, multiple circles, circles in different directions, and also different speeds. With everything
else close to even with the exhibitors in a tight class, there is always
something that separates one from another. Usually, that is how correctly they ride their circles. If you are riding an oval, teardrop, triangle
or lopsided circle, you can plan on that part of the scoring to go way
down. Making up with the rest of the ride may not be enough to bring
your score back up to where it was, or needs to be. This also includes
riding your circle in the correct location in the arena. You might be able
to get your round circles figured out, but they end up off to the right or
left of center.
As a coach and trainer, I believe that circling is probably the biggest
issue that people have problems with. They might be able to ride round
circles at home due to the comfort and familiarity of their arena, but
when they go to a different arena to compete, all the surroundings look
different. It is very important to look at the arena just walking around
on your horse and find waypoints for centering your circles, such as end
gates, center markers, fence markings or beams on indoor arena walls.
Take note on the size of the arena so that you will not be bouncing off
the walls if the arena is very small. On the other hand, make sure not
to ride your circle too big if you are in a huge arena. Look at the arena
and get a game plan on where you are going to ride your circles. Where
are they going to start, and where are they going to end. Always try to
ride the pattern as close to possible from pattern provided.
Make sure when starting a circle you keep these two things in mind:
1. Number one is to always position your horse to depart into the circle
from a walk, or a jog if asked for in the pattern description. Never try
to ask for a lope departure from one step or a complete standstill. I tell
my students to untrack their horses from a standstill at least a couple
of walk steps or more, to straighten the horse’s body out, and to get a
clean responsive lope departure.
2. Number two is always lope a couple of strides straight and then
gradually find your circle and enter it. If you start dramatically into your
circle, your horse will start dropping his shoulders into the center of the
circle and then you will not have any control on the size or symmetry of
your circle. You will have to take what he gives you. If you have a very
small first half of your circle, you will have to finish it that way, you have
to keep both halves the same size.
The size of the circles is very important, and when a judge specifies
in the pattern for a small circle followed by a larger circle, there must
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be a definite change in the overall diameter of the circles.
Body control and steering will be necessary for riding really
great circles. Speed usually goes along with this request on
circles. If the judge wants a large fast circle then a slower
small circle, that is how you must ride them if you want a big
score. I would say that the majority of the time, many riders
trope, or lope their horses so slow in the small circles, that it is hard to
tell if they are actually in a three beat lope. Then when they go to the
large fast circle, they simply go to the regular nice lope. This will be
cause for a very dramatic reduction of their score. This usually happens
for a few reasons. Some reasons might be that their horse is not broke
to do the faster circles, they are afraid they will loose their seat in the
process, they are just too uncomfortable riding the gallop, or maybe
just because other people get away with doing it. I would suggest that
people practice going fast at home and teaching your horse speed control. Start slow, increase to galloping a few large fast circles, and then
back to the small slow circles. Remember that the Horsemanship class
is the stepping stone to Reining.
Training your eye for the circles is something that once you figure it out,
will stay with you forever. Forward vision is the most important factor
in riding great circles. I always have my students visualize a clock. The
north end of the arena is noon and the south end is six o’clock. If they
are riding right circles, when they approach twelve, their vision should
be focused between three and four. Keep the vision with your location,
so that when you are at six, your forward vision should be between
nine and ten. This will give you a fix on where you want to be in your
circle, and give you enough time to make corrections and adjustments
to get there. Sometimes I will have my riders use four cones placed in a
square about 100 feet apart and lope the circles inside the cones, then
graduate to one cone in the center of their circle, then to no cones in the
circles. Peripheral vision and feel should take care of most everything
else with your horse. Make sure to get out of the habit of only looking
down or straight ahead a few feet when riding.
www.marksheridanqh.com

Trainer Mark Sheridan of Cave Creek, Arizona, contributes his
success and passion for teaching to over 28 years producing
winning all around show horses. He has trained and coached four
AQHYA Reserve World Champions in both English and Western
Divisions and also judged all the major shows across the country
and world including the AQHA World Championship Show, AQHYA
World Championship Show and the All American Quarter Horse
Congress. He has also trained or ridden famous horses such as
Skipalong Sue, Count McChick, Bobby Black Zac, Dun Some More,
Pop Top Bud, Zippos Due Claw, Krysta Belle, Mystic Illusion, Par Te
Raven, Pass N Scat, and Trace of Goodbar.
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Ranchers Quarter Horse Breeders Association

2014 Sale Results

The 14th Annual Ranchers Quarter Horse Breeders Association Horse
Sale was held August 2014 at Besler’s Cadilac Ranch in Belle Fourche
and was the best sale yet! A good summer with plenty of moisture and
the prospect of high cattle prices made for a lot of optimism from buyers and that was reflected in the sale prices across the board. Congratulations to the winners of the 2014 yearling futurity: Travis and Susan
Rogers showing a horse bred by Bender Ranch; Carl Lehrkamp showing
a horse bred by Glen and Janet Long; and Shaylie Holben showing a
horse bred by Mailloux Quarter Horses.
Riding horses continue to be strong, as sales across the region have
shown, with 21 riding horses averaging $5300. With plenty of quality, color and disposition available to buyers, we saw the demand for
weanlings heat up with 50 head sold averaging almost $1100! All foals
sold in this sale are eligible to compete for the RQHBA Futurity at the
Central States Fair yearling classes for $2500 in prize money in 2015.
Here are some of the individual results. High seller was a gorgeous
2009 buckskin mare by Cowboys Shinin 611 bred by Mailloux Quarter
Horses consigned by Gary and Shirley Waddell. She was versatile, cowy
and smart, had been in the Days of 76 Wagon Train and competed and
won the yearling futurity in 2010. She sold to Larry and Donita Denke of
Long Valley, SD for $10,000.
Second high seller was a 2005 buckskin gelding brought to the sale by
Joe Dilks. He described him as one of the hardest working horses he
had ever rode. This been there done that ranch horse brought a final bid
of $8,000 from Luke O’Bryan of Belvidere, SD.
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Gary Storer brought a
2010 bay mare that had
worked in the feedlot and
dragged calves to the fire
that sold to Neal Richter of
Enning, SD for $7500. Tom
and Sonja Çoolahan sold
a 2011 buckskin mare by
Paddys Shot of Sugar for
$7,250 to Kenny and Roxanne Fox of Belvidere, SD.

RQHBA 2014 High Seller Merrill Ranch

The weanling market sizzled led by a flashy 2014
red roan stallion by Peptos
RQHBA 2014 High Seller
Blueprint that caught the
eye of a lot of buyers. Consigned by Shawn and Leslie Merrill he left the ring with repeat buyers
Tom and Sonja Coolahan of Hermosa, SD for $3,800.
Second high selling weanling was close behind, a 2014 buckskin stallion by Paddys Shot of Sugar bred by Glen and Janet Long sold to Don
Nixon of Alzada, MT for $3,600. Bender Ranch sold a gray 2014 stallion
by Frenchmans Trademark to Travis Rogers, Sturgis, Sd for $2,500.
RQHBA would like to thank all who attended the sale. Plans are already
underway for the 15th Annual RQHBA Sale to be held at the same location on August 30, 2015.
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Partnership
Announced
Between FOSH
and ACTHA
Friends of Sound Horses (FOSH) is pleased to
announce that it has entered into an educational partnership with ACTHA, the American
Competitive Trail Horse Association.
ACTHA founder, Carrie Scrima, and FOSH Vice
President, Dianne Little, agree that “the formation of this educational partnership is the
perfect venue to aid and assist the health and
welfare of our fellow equines and reward the
abilities of gaited horses.”
Both ACTHA and FOSH are committed to providing an enjoyable venue that recognizes
and rewards the abilities of all horses on the
trail. ACTHA venues provide the horse and
rider team an opportunity to demonstrate their
knowledge and skills. FOSH supports ACTHA
by providing education to Obstacle Judges regarding the movement of gaited horses. FOSH
also verifies entries in the ACTHA Gaited Medal
division.

About FOSH:
Established in 1998, FOSH is a nonprofit 501(c)
(3) organization that is the national leader in
the education and promotion of all sound and
natural gaited horses and in the fight against
abuse and soring of Tennessee Walking Horses. The FOSH philosophy embodies the emotional, mental and physical well-being of all
horses, and it is committed to education regarding humane care, training, and treatment
of all gaited horses. FOSH welcomes all who
want to embrace gaited horses and to better
understand them. To learn more about FOSH,
www.FOSH.info or www.FOSHGaitedJourney.
com

ACTHA’s Mission
To create an enjoyable venue showcasing the
wonderful attributes of the great American
trail horse and granting them the recognition
they so richly deserve.
To create a registry open to all breeds and a
point designation system which will stay with
each horse for its lifetime, thereby adding to
their value and distinction.
To create and enable humane treatment and
employment options for horses in need.
ACTHA donates 20% of its share of member
rider proceeds to a charity that the ride host
selects. Over 1,000 events are planned in
2015 nationally. To learn more about ACTHA
and find a ride nearby, visit www.actha.us
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New and Used Trailers • B&W Hitches • Service is Our Priority!

We offer the following...

WINTERVIEW, INC.

* Aluminum Trailers
* Utility & Cargo Trailers
* Steel Trailers Available
* Pick-up Flatbeds
* Installation of B&W
Hitches & Brake Controls

TRAILER SALES AND SERVICE
Richard & Sherri Winter
19957 US Hwy 175
Hubbard, Iowa 50122-8568
(641) 864-3275 / 2445 (Fax)

winterviewtrlrs@aol.com

www.winterviewtrailers.com

•Humane Lok Tuff Stall Mats
•Harrows
•Equi-Cushion Arena Footing
•Mill Creek Manure Spreaders

www.manelines.com • Cell 715-828-2640 • tod@wwt.net

2 LOCATIONS

Check out our used saddles online!
Sign-up Online to Receive Info on
Special Events and Valuable Coupons!
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Follow
Performance
Horse Digest
on all your favorite
social media sites
@ HorseDigest
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List Your Products & Horses for Sale,
Stallions, Services and Events on our Website!

Marketplace.HorseDigests.com
FREE LISTINGS THRU 2014

Doug and Jody Lindgren - Nemo, SD 57759
www.haycreekranch.net - contact@haycreekranch.net
Phone: 605-578-1142

Email
Campaigns
Available.

www.HorseDigests.com/
emails.html
Horse Digest
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Magazine Print Ads, Online Banner Ads, Email Campaigns to Horse Digest’s Extensive Lists
Rahn Greimann, Owner // Publisher
507-525-0513
rahn@horsedigests.com
Bonnie Hancock, Director
574-386-3811
bonnie@horsedigests.com

Sue Nerud, Florida
612-581-3745
sue@horsedigests.com
Staci Zeilermeir
715-559-3987
staci@horsedigests.com

Jennifer McCormick
630-643-0822
jennifer@horsedigests.com
Laura Larsen
612-247-5962
laura@horsedigests.com
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Limited time

Save 10
$

on any ariat boot $13998 & UP

*Valid on in-Stock BootS. StyleS May Vary By location.
not Valid with any other offer. expireS 2/7/15

enter Promo AriAt10 At checkoUt

Ariat Men’s
Tombstone Boot
454-092

over

80

Ariat Ladies
H2O Riding Boot
447-467

styles to
choose from

lincoln • nebrAskA city • colUmbUs • www.fortwestern.com
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